Exhibit: 2J
WARNING ORDER – Operation Cold Reality

Time Zone Used Throughout: Pacific Standard
Weather: Drifting snow and winter weather conditions with intentional road closures.

1. SITUATION
   A. Government - Currently the FBI has assumed operational control and is on location in Harney County, Oregon. A "swift resolution" is the intent of government forces. It is likely that the government will dramatically escalate the situation tomorrow 4 Jan 16 and then allow a standoff during this week. The President's agenda this week is gun control and the actions of those on the ground currently in Burns will be used to further that agenda. The government's after action review following Bundy Ranch indicate that they will not allow another Patriot success and the likelihood of violence on the part of the government is high. ORNG has been activated. The government is trying to use current weather conditions to limit access to the area.

   B. Bundy - Currently there are about a dozen patriots occupying the wildlife refuge with the intent to continue doing so indefinitely. Government workers are expected to go to work there tomorrow 4 Jan 16. They have stated they will "use all force necessary."

   C. Three Percent Movement (National) - Has told its members to stand down and prepare to fight locally in their own respective areas. Mike V. has called for a team of negotiators to go to Burns.

   D. Oathkeepers (National) - Has told its members to stand down. Some are ignoring that order.

   E. Coalition of Western States/AmRRON/LWWA/LFA - Currently has no deployed elements to the area but intelligence assets are on site providing real time intelligence.

2. MISSION - Be prepared to deploy a COWS/AmRRON/LWWA/LFA negotiating team to Burns, Oregon, on two hours notice in order to facilitate a peaceful resolution to the situation.

3. EXECUTION
   Intent – Conclude a peaceful resolution to the situation and re-establish legitimate Patriot leadership over the movement. Force the BLM to address its utter failure as an agency and embolden people at the state and local level to reclaim ground for liberty.

   Strategy –
   1. Establish continual prayer over this endeavor.
   2. Put pressure on federal, state, & local officials to address BLM tyranny.
   3. Expose them as tyrants, by making them act like tyrants.
   4. Establish real-time communications with redundancy.
   5. Confront and highlight illegal government action at every turn.
   6. Place blame squarely with BLM.
   7. Go on offense in media, court, and political arena.
   8. Throw up as many obstacles to violent action by the government as possible.

   Goals –
   1. Peaceful resolution. No one hurt. Prevent government from doing something stupid.
   2. BLM stands down, issues an apology for all abusive actions.
   3. Public opinion swayed to our side.
   4. Citizens emboldened and educated to rally to change and organize on local level.
   5. Re-establish legitimate leadership over Patriot Movement.

A. Concept of Operations
   Phase I - Planning and Preparation
   Phase II - Deployment of Negotiating Team
   Phase III - Resolution and/or Address ramifications of Oregon and Prepare Contingencies and Follow On Operations (Arizona)
   Phase IV - After Action Review
   Phase V - Follow on Organization of Patriot Movement
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B. Tasks to Organizations

1. LFA
   a. On order deploy with 1 hour notice 5 person Advanced Party to Burns:
      i. Conduct site recon and coordination meeting with local liaisons.
      ii. Establish Cheat Sheet with Key Numbers (Bail, Media, Leaders).
      iii. Establish social media coordination group.
      iv. Establish reporting center/intelligence hub/command post/meeting area.
      vi. Identify all routes in and out. Setup up early warning LP/OPs.
      vii. Establish evacuation routes.
      viii. Establish counterintelligence and counter recon teams.
   b. On order deploy 10-man mission security team (MST).

2. LWWA
   a. Establish 4 times daily updates from on the ground intelligence sources to COWS/AmRRON/LFA Leadership.
   b. On order with 4 hours notice deploy backup 30-man quick reaction/extraction team (QRT).
   c. On order with 6 hours notice deploy 5-man community/veterans outreach team to Burns Oregon (ORT).

3. AmRRON
   a. Establish Burns specific SOI and daily Challenge & Passwords for organizations deploying.
   b. Establish emergency signal and code word plan.
   c. Establish secure communications and intercept plan.
   d. On order deploy with 3 hours notice 3 man direct support communications team:
      i. Establish emergency blackout communication plan that can at a minimum still allow a live audio broadcast feed.
      ii. Be prepared to establish a local radio station for broadcast of news.
      iii. Establish an ACE and reporting process for intelligence.

4. Fox 519
   a. Prepare, plan, and finalize security detail and detail plan for 5 legislators.
   b. On order deploy with 3 hours notice deploy security detail.
   c. Identify possible Patriot Bail Bondsmen.
   d. On order coordinate housing/hotels for negotiation team.
   e. Be prepared to sweep all meeting rooms.

5. Marble
   a. Establish immediate dedicated prayer coverage.
   b. On order with 3 hours notice deploy 3 pastor team to Burns, Oregon as part of negotiation team:
      i. Bring crosses and Appeal to Heaven Flags.
      ii. Bring old signs from other rallies.

6. Coalition of Western States
   a. Coordinate negotiation team to include elected officials, pastors, and law enforcement.
   b. On order with 3 hours notice deploy negotiation team to Burns, Oregon:
      i. Issue press release on deployment.
      ii. Bring Sound System and stage background.
      iii. Bring emergency medical supplies, food, and water.
      iv. Conduct Morning, Afternoon, Evening Public Briefs:
         1. Refute all rumors.
         2. Give concrete examples of aggression.
         3. Finish with Positives.
      v. Conduct a Nightly Leaders’ Conference Call/Meeting.
      vi. Create Public Information Page on Facebook/Twitter.
      vii. Establish uplink for real time video feeds.
      viii. Conduct routine interviews with friendly media.
      x. Coordinate follow on elected officials, peace officers, pastors, and other grassroots leaders to arrive as needed.
C. Coordinating Instructions

1. Readiness Conditions:
   Redcon 4 - Current
   Redcon 3 - If Federal Government raid with violence.
   AmCon 4 - Current

2. Priority Intelligence Requirements (PIRs):
   a. Deployment of drones.
   b. Deployment of armored vehicles.
   c. Deployment of aircraft.
   d. Deployment of SWAT or similar strike team.
   e. Deployment of snipers.
   f. Deployment of National Guard.
   g. Declaration of Emergency.
   h. Threats to any member of the negotiation team.

PIRs will change and be modified as the situation dictates. They are priority traffic and if observed must be reported via a secured medium to codenames Scout, Fox519, JJS, and Verumbellator.

3. Rules of Engagement (ROE): To be briefed on site.

4. Messaging:
   a. This is not an isolated incident but a pattern of behavior.
   b. We all have to follow the law including the government.
   c. This is a war on rural/hardworking Americans that’s finally boiled over.
   d. Human life is more important than Wildlife Refuge.
   e. A sniper rifle is not due process.
   f. The Constitution trumps a bureaucrat’s decree.
   g. Government closest to the people is best.
   h. A State should control its own land.
   i. An injustice to one property owner is an injustice to every property owner in the west!
   j. BLM must cease its bureaucratic terrorism.

Always in suits, ties, slacks, polos, or designated non-military uniforms w/ cameras. – Completely eviscerate the notion of “bunch a hicks.” Ensure NO hostile words. Always smile and be polite no matter what.

D. Timeline

Call Up
+1 Hour – Advanced Party Deploys
+3 Hours – Negotiating Team, Comms Team, Security Detail, MST Deploys.
+4 Hours – QRT deploys if needed based on initial analysis of Advanced Party.
+6 Hours – ORT Deploys.
+8.5 Hours – Advance Party Arrives

4. LOGISTICS

A. Travel – Members of the negotiating team are responsible for their own travel. Car-pooling can be coordinated via secure channels. The Security detail, MST, Marble Team, and two legislators from Washington will meet in Tri-Cities and travel together if possible.

B. Lodging – Coordinated by members themselves or with Fox519’s help. Members of the negotiating team should stay in separate places as much as possible. Plan on staying at least a 3 days.

C. Food/Water – Members of the negotiating team are responsible for providing their own.

D. Medevac – Local hospital. Emergency 1st responder treatment internal to team.

5. COMMAND & SIGNAL

A. SOI/Special Signals/Challenge & Passwords – TBP by AmRRON

B. Succession of Command – Team Leaders C.O.W.S., AmRRON, MST, QRT, Security Detail

C. Locations – Team leaders report via secure channel every hour after call up to MST.
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